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Abstract—Perceptual audio coding schemes typically apply the
modified discrete cosine transform (MDCT) with different lengths
and windows, and utilize signal-adaptive switching between these
on a per-frame basis for best subjective performance. In previous
papers, the authors demonstrated that further quality gains can
be achieved for some input signals by using additional transform
kernels such as the modified discrete sine transform (MDST) or
greater inter-transform overlap by means of a modified extended
lapped transform (MELT). This work discusses the algorithmic
procedures and codec modifications necessary to combine all of
the above features – transform length, window shape, transform
kernel, and overlap ratio switching – into a flexible input-adaptive
coding system. It is shown that, due to full time-domain aliasing
cancelation, this system supports perfect signal reconstruction in
the absence of quantization and, thanks to fast realizations of all
transforms, increases the codec complexity only negligibly. The
results of a 5.1 multichannel listening test are also reported.
Index Terms—Audio coding, lapped transform, MDCT, MDST

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

ERCEPTUAL coding of digital audio signals by means of
quantization and compression of spectral coefficients has
relied on a type of lapped transformation known as modified
discrete cosine transform (MDCT) for more than two decades.
The MDCT, presented by Princen et al. in 1987 [1] and further
examined by Malvar in 1990 under the name modulated lapped
transform [2], represents an oddly stacked filter-bank design in
which adjacent transforms are applied such that their temporal
overlap is 50%. By utilizing low-overlap analysis and synthesis
windows with the forward and inverse transforms, respectively,
the inter-transform overlap can be minimized [3]. This reduces
pre-echo artifacts (temporal smearing of the quantization error)
when coding transient signal portions such as drum hits or tone
onsets. Further pre-echo reduction can be attained using either
input based adaptation of the instantaneous transform lengths,
a technique commonly known as “block length switching” [4],
or temporal noise shaping (TNS), a tool which applies forward
adaptive linear predictive coding to certain MDCT coefficients
[5]. The combination of block switching and TNS was shown
to allow good coding quality even on very transient input such
as castanet recordings [6] and has been adopted in all modern
ISO/IEC audio standards, starting with MPEG-2 AAC [7] and
culminating in the new MPEG-H 3D Audio codec [8], [9].
In [10], the authors demonstrated that for two-channel stereo
input with an inter-channel phase difference (IPD) around ±90
degrees, considerable quality increase and decoder complexity
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reduction can be achieved by employing the type-IV modified
discrete sine transform (MDST) instead of the MDCT in one
of the channels. Furthermore, it was shown that the presented
kernel switching scheme merely alters the transform definition
without affecting the windowing and overlap-add (OLA) steps,
thereby maintaining support for the window shape adaptation
approach of [3]. Compatibility with the block length switching
technique of [4] was also noted but not described in detail.
More recently, additional improvements for quasi-stationary
harmonic signal passages by adaptive application of a modified
extended lapped transform (MELT) were reported [11]. Being
based on Malvar’s ELT formulation [12], the MELT constructs
an oddly stacked filter-bank with 75% inter-transform overlap,
as depicted in Figure 1b), yielding greater frequency selectivity
than an MDCT or MDST filter-bank with 50% overlap, shown
in Figure 1a), at the same frame length M. However, unlike the
ELT, the MELT allows straight-forward transitions – requiring
only special transitory windows – to and from MDCTs. In [11]
a respective frame-wise signal-adaptive overlap ratio switching
scheme was derived, and its benefit over ELT-only or MDCTonly coding was confirmed via subjective testing. As in [10] an
integration into, and compatibility with, block length switching
designs was not discussed; block switching functionality in the
3D Audio codec was disabled for the investigations in [11].
A. Contribution and Organization of this Article
In order to realize a fully flexible coding system, it is desirable
to implement the following additional structural capability:
• kernel switching also in case of MELT coding for harmonic
input with ±90 degrees of IPD (assuming synchronized MELT
activation in the stereo channels). This is studied in section II.
• more flexibility and optimizations in the transitions from and
to MELT coded frames. These aspects, motivated especially by
a need for minimal encoding delay, are addressed in section III.
• block length switching in combination with kernel switching
and / or MELT coding. Implementational details like the choice
of transform sequences or windows are examined in section IV.
Section V discusses the preparation and outcome of a listening
experiment evaluating the overlap- and kernel-switching codec
proposal after incorporation of the enhancements presented in
sections II–IV. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Basic filter-banks with lapped transforms: (a) MDCT/MDST, (b) ELT.
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II. C OSINE - AND S INE -M ODULATED MELT C ODING
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Altering the temporal length and phase offset yields the MELT,
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where 0 denotes optional spectral processing, e. g. quantization,
and 0 ≤ n < L. Notice that, even though the employed window
length varies between (1, 2) and (3–6), the transform length M
(and thereby, the inter-transform step size illustrated in Fig. 1)
stays identical, which explains the difference in overlap ratio.
The cosine- and sine-modulated MELT definitions of (3–6)
are not sufficient for realizing kernel switching – and therefore,
efficient coding of signals with ±90 degrees of IPD – even in
case of 75% inter-transform overlap. As shown in [10], type-II
transition transforms adopted from the evenly stacked PrincenBradley filter-bank [13] are necessary for time-domain aliasing
cancelation (TDAC) when switching between type-IV MDCTs
and MDSTs (1, 2). Specifically, a MDST-II is required during
changes from MDCT-IV to MDST-IV coding in a channel, and
a MDCT-II is needed when reverting to MDCT-IV coding.
Hameed and Elias [14] demonstrated that, beside the abovementioned type-IV definitions of [12] and (3–6), an ELT-based
filter-bank allowing fast implementations using the DCT-II can
also be constructed, which proves that type-II filter-banks with
more than 50% inter-transform overlap are in fact feasible. An
alternative but equivalent approach following the TDAC filterbank design [10, 13] is to devise an evenly stacked system via
alternating usage of a type-II cosine-modulated MELT version,
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with k 0 = M −1−k for scaling of the Nyquist coefficient as in
[10]. Proving that (7, 8) on the analysis side and, respectively,
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as indicated in [11]. The inverse (synthesis) MELT variants are
x0i (n) =
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with Kronecker delta δ(0) = 1, and a type-II sine-based MELT,
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Fig. 2. TDAC in evenly stacked filter-banks: (a) Princen-Bradley, (b) MELT-II.
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with increased window length L = 4M and cosine modulation.
Naturally, a sine-modulated counterpart may also be specified,
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where window length N = 2M and 0 ≤ k < M. Likewise, the
forward MDST is defined using a sine instead of cosine term:
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on the synthesis side lead to TDAC, as depicted in Figure 2, is
straight-forward and will be omitted for the sake of brevity.
Unfortunately, regarding the combination of MELT coding
and kernel switching, it can be shown that TDAC is impossible
when, analogously to the process for 50% overlap, a transitory
type-II instance of (7, 9) or (8, 10) is employed when switching
between type-IV cosine- and sine-modulated MELTs (3–6). As
it is desirable to keep the architectural complexity of the codec
low when allowing kernel switching regardless of the instantaneous overlap ratio, the following work-around is proposed.
To switch from the cosine-modulated MELT-IV (3, 5) to the
sine-modulated MELT-IV (4, 6) a transitory MDST-II frame as
in [10], combined with a necessary temporary reduction of the
overlap ratio to 50% on both analysis and synthesis side, can
be used. Likewise, an intermediate MDCT-II can be employed
when reverting back from sine- to cosine-based MELT coding.
Full TDAC is guaranteed in both cases since, as is visualized
in Figure 3, the overlap length between each type-II transition
and its type-IV MELT neighbors is restricted to M = N2 (hence,
there is no temporal-aliasing bound overlap between a cosineand a sine-modulated MELT-IV which requires TDAC). Proper
windowing, however, is crucial – a special “stop-start” window
must be applied to the type-II transforms, as shown in Figure 4
a). This symmetric window, which is based on the asymmetric
transitory weightings derived in [11], is described in Sec. III.
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Fig. 3. Proposed TDAC-compliant kernel switching for MELT-IV filter-banks:
transitions from (a) cosine to sine modulation, (b) sine to cosine modulation.
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Fig. 4. Correct windowing with (- - -) special “stop-start” shape during temporary transitions from (a) 75 to 50% overlap ratio, (b) 50 to 75% overlap ratio.

III. T RANSITIONS FROM AND TO MELT F RAMES
In [11] the authors introduced a solution for frame-to-frame
switches from an MDCT-like transform with 50% to the MELT
with 75% overlap ratio, and vice versa. To maintain full TDAC
during the switches, dedicated asymmetric transition windows
derived from the steady-state weightings applied during quasistationary signal passages were proposed. These are defined as
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for the first MELT window upon an overlap increase from 50
to 75% (bold-lined shape depicted in Fig. 4a) for frame i) and
( p
d 1–welt (N+k)2 –welt (3M+k)2 , 0 ≤ n < M
0
wmlt (n) =
wmlt (n),
M ≤n<N
for the first MDCT/MDST window when reducing the overlap
ratio to 50% (bold-lined shape in Fig. 4b) for the same frame).
Parameter d, which equals 1 in [11], is examined below. The
0
0
complements for welt
and wmlt
– the last MELT window when
switching to 50% overlap, and the last MDCT/MDST window
during switch-backs to 75% overlap (frame i−2 in Fig. 4) – are
0
0
simply the temporal reversals of welt
and wmlt
, respectively. k,
used in the critical window parts (see also Fig. 3), is specified
as above, while welt resp. wmlt indicate the underlying window
functions for a steady-state MELT and MDCT/MDST. For the
former, which is also applicable to the ELT [12], an improved
design preventing blocking artifacts was devised in [11]. This
window is also used herein for the following investigations.
Using d 6= 1 allows for a generalized biorthogonal approach
regarding switched-ratio transition windowing, where different
critical window parts, denoted wtr hereafter, may be employed
for the analysis and synthesis transforms. Specifically, to reach
0
0
TDAC, welt
and wmlt
may use d = d0 on the analysis (encoder)
1
side and d = d0 on the synthesis (decoder) side. Given a steadystate welt , d in wtr is preferably selected such that, during ratio
switching transitions, the following attributes are obtained:
• optimal spectral properties of the analysis windows to maximize the coding gain especially on stationary harmonic signals.
Given optimized steady-state weightings, this can be achieved
by eliminating the discontinuities at the center of the transitory
windows. Specifically, d0 shall be a ratio chosen such that the
0
maximum of welt
equals the maximum of welt , here d0 = 4096
4061 .
• maximum output attenuation upon synthesis windowing as a
means to suppress distortion caused by the spectral processing
(symbolized by 0 in Sec. II) as much as possible prior to OLA

More specifically, wss is a symmetric window with critical parts
in both halves, thus allowing overlap-ratio transitions on both
sides. It is worth noting that wss can be applied to the MDCT
and MDST as well as the different MELT variants (assuming
the outer quarters of the length-L weighting are set to zero). In
fact, its usage for analysis-side windowing renders the MDCT
and the cosine-modulated MELT-IV coefficients identical apart
from sign differences, as is indicated by Figure 2c) in [11].
Besides facilitating kernel switching, wss can also be utilized
to make the overlap ratio adaptation scheme more flexible. For
instance, a temporary switching configuration from 50 to 75%
overlap, as shown in Fig. 4b), can be achieved therewith. Such
a short-term overlap increase is useful when an objective is to
minimize the encoder-side look-ahead used for ratio detection.
To provide an example, assume that a total encoder look-ahead
of L−M = 3M shall not be exceeded. As can be observed in
Fig. 4b), if the ratio detector chooses a switch-back to MELT
coding in frame i−2, e. g. after a transient (thin-lined transitory
asymmetric MDCT/MDST window), but in the next frame i−1
detects a new transient at the end of the look-ahead region, i. e.
the length-M segment labeled “Frame i+2”, it must instantly
revert to 50%-ratio coding to minimize the inevitable pre-echo
[11]. Since the first half of the MELT window for i−1 (dashed
line) has already been determined by the complementary shape
for i−2 and, to preserve TDAC, cannot be changed anymore,
only the second window half can be freely selected. Mirroring
the first to the second half produces the TDAC compliant wss
0
shape depicted in Fig. 4b), which can be followed by the wmlt
shape (bold line) in i. Note, however, that this solution exhibits
notable window-border discontinuities at three places – frames
i−1, i, and i+1 – leading to reduced spectral compaction and,
most likely, suboptimal coding quality over this period. It thus
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completion. To prevent rendering the complementary analysis
windows detrimental with regard to efficiency, d  1 should be
avoided. A good trade-off can be achieved using d10 = 4061
4096 .
In other words, both optimization approaches for wtr preferably result in the same value for d0 . Note, however, that when
0
0
using welt from [11], the center discontinuities in welt
and wmlt
are very minor (see Fig. 5), and their avoidance at least on the
analysis side is not expected to yield audible improvement. In
fact, the border discontinuities degrade the audio quality much
0
0
more. welt
and wmlt
should generally be applied only rarely.
In Sec. II a special transitory “stop-start” window for MELTbased kernel switching was introduced. This window, depicted
by a dashed line in Fig. 4a) and denoted by wss hereafter, can
0
0
be easily derived from the critical window part of welt
or wmlt
:
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Fig. 5. Effect of removing discontinuity at center of the transitory wmlt
(a) values of window weights, (b) magnitudes of respective transfer functions.
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Fig. 6. Combination of MELT and block length switching. See text for details.

seems preferable to, as an alternative, avoid the symmetric wss
0
in this case and utilize the asymmetric wmlt
already in i−1. In
doing so, the steady-state wmlt can be applied in i, as shown in
Figure 6a), and the border discontinuity at i+1 can be avoided.
IV. B LOCK S WITCHING , K ERNEL S WITCHING , AND MELT
It is well-known that the analysis and synthesis windows of
a MDCT-based filter-bank can be adapted to the instantaneous
input characteristics on a per-transform basis without violating
the TDAC principle [3], [4]. Naturally, the same holds for our
kernel switching approach since, as noted in Sec. I, transitions
between MDCTs and MDSTs do not affect the windowing and
OLA processes [10]. Consequently, switching to a low-overlap
window shape during transient signal passages is also possible
while kernel switching is being utilized (assuming valid transform sequences are still applied, as discussed in Sec. II) and/or
in case of MELT coding (assuming the overlap ratio has been
reduced to 50% in the preceding frame, as proposed in Sec. II
for a kernel change). Fig. 6b) depicts this window sequence.
The length-N dashed window shape for i−1 in Fig. 6b) is
0
a concatenation of the first half of wmlt
or wss and the second
half of the “long start” window used since MPEG-2 AAC [15].
Accordingly, the first half of the MDCT/MDST window for i
must equal the first M samples of the AAC “long stop” shape.
The latter is illustrated for frame i+1 to indicate a switch-back
to full 50% of overlap ratio (and possibly 75%, note the dotted
line). It is easy to see that block length switching can now be
realized by simply replacing the single low-overlap transform
at i by eight consecutive 50% overlapped short transforms, as
in AAC. The resulting configuration is visualized in Fig. 6c),
including a low delay block switch via transform splitting [16].
V. O BJECTIVE AND S UBJECTIVE E VALUATION
To assess the performance of our consolidated flexible codec
proposal – allowing simultaneous window shape, block length,
kernel, and overlap ratio switching – the extensions described
in the previous two sections were integrated into Fraunhofer’s
implementation of the 3D Audio core-codec, which had been
enhanced already by the fundamental kernel and overlap ratio
adaptation schemes [10], [11]. The encoder-side window shape
and block length detectors operated as usual, and their outputs
(i. e. signal metadata) were used as control inputs to the kernel
and MELT detection. Both objective (complexity analysis) and
subjective testing (formal blind listening experiment evaluating
the basic/overall audio quality) was carried out.

Fig. 7. Zoomed view of listening test results. 3.5-kHz anchor scores not shown.

A. Assessment of Computational Complexity Increase
The cosine- and sine-modulated MELT-IV defined by (3, 5) and
(4, 6) were implemented by way of MDST-IV and MDCT-IV,
respectively, assisted by additional sign flips for the transform
coefficients at the even or odd indices and L-to-N (analysis) or
N-to-L (synthesis) folding operations. Given that these N-size
MDST-IV and MDCT-IV, in turn, can be realized via discrete
cosine or sine transforms of length M [2], [10] like the other
50%-overlap transforms employed in the codec and, hence, do
not add any complexity, only the extra sign flips and foldings
as well as doubled window and OLA lengths must be considered. The latter result in roughly 3L additional operations per
frame, which is only about 2% of the total codec complexity.
B. Perceptual Evaluation at 80kbps 5.1 Multichannel
As in [10], [11] a blind subjective test following the MUSHRA
(multiple stimuli with hidden reference and anchor) paradigm
[17] was conducted. Both 3D Audio variants tested – with and
without unified MELT and kernel switching – were operated
at a bandwidth of 16 and a sample rate of 32 kHz (which was
upsampled to the input rate of 48 kHz for listening) with a bitrate of 80 kbit per second for a typical 5.1 channel setup. For
the LFE channel both kernel and overlap ratio switching were
deactivated, and the last seven transforms of each “eight short”
sequence were restricted to the type-IV MDCT or MDST (depending on the first transform, whose type was unconstrained).
The remaining codec parameters were configured as described
in [10], [11]. 10 experienced listeners (age 38 or younger, incl.
one female) performed the experiment in a quiet room using a
silent computer and modern Dynaudio BM6A loudspeakers.
Figure 7 illustrates the results of the listening test as overall
and per-stimulus mean scores along with their associated 95%
confidence intervals. For 6 of the 8 signals tested (tonal and/or
transient recordings from past EBU multichannel tests [18]) an
audio quality increase can be attributed to the inclusion of the
enhanced MELT and kernel switching. Further analysis reveals
that for two items (2-harpsichord and 6-brassEx) as well as the
overall mean score, the improvement is statistically significant.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This article unified and extended the authors’ prior work on
kernel and overlap ratio switching for flexible use in block size
adapting audio coders by studying the required changes to the
transform sequencing and windowing. Both full TDAC and a
low codec complexity could be maintained, and small but significant gains in coding quality were achieved on some signals.
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